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INTRODUCTIOH 
Alllijm vine ale L, is knovm as v;ild garlic throu^ b-out a Qveat 
portion of its range "but it Is coimnonly callod wild onion in tho 
southeastern states. It is rocognized as a noxious weed v/her-
ever it grov;s, and is especially objectionable in grain fields, 
pastures and lavms. The aerial bulblots produced by this plant 
are about tho si:::e of a grain of wheat and fonn one of the so-
called inseparable v.^ oeds of wheat. Millers discriminate against 
garliclcy grain becauso tho bulblets tond to gum tho rollers of 
flour mills and impart an impleasant flavor and odor to floxir. 
Wild g^ arlic is a serious •weed in pastures. It Imparts such an 
xmpleasant flavor and odor to milk and railk products that many 
milk plants either refuse such milk or accept it at 
reduced prices. Garlic-infested lavms are unsightly in appear­
ance and give off an unpleasant garlic odor for some tirae 
after they aro mowed, 
Accoi'dinG to Mixenscher (16) this v/eed, which was introduced 
from Europe, is coisKion along the Atlantic coast from Maaaacliusetts 
to Georgia, westv.'ard to Missouri and Mississippi, Small (21) 
gives its range as, "Various provinces, Ga. to Ark,, L!o,, and 
N,n," Ssaentially tho aamo range is given by Britton aiad Drov/n 
(5), and by Gray (10). Tiius, it is evident that this noxious 
v/eed. la rathor generally distributed over the eastern part of 
the United States. 
The plant consists of an imdorgroiind bulb bearing aerial 
leaves and a basal rosette of I'oots. The leaves are hollow, 
cylindrical but tapering tov/ard the tip, and heavily cutiniaed. 
In the spring, some of the bulbs produce a scape which bears 
a compact clrister of bulblets at its sui^ irnlt, Soraetlines a few 
flov/ers ax''e Interspersed among the bulblets. The bases of the 
loaves form a sheathing around the lower portion of the scape;, 
a character which distinguishes this plant from Allium canadense L. 
Wild garlic reproduces by bulbs and bulblets; no viable 
seed have been found at Auburn, Alabama, althou£^  Vi'atta (24) 
reported that they v/ere produced in Tennessee, Two types of 
bulbs are produced v;hlch have been called hard- and soft-shelled 
bulbs by Pipal (IS). The hard-shelled bulb is the smaller and 
is covered by a hard, shiny covering that often appears to have 
been varnished; the soft-shelled bulb is larger, whitish in 
color, and thinner coated. The bulblets and both types of bulbs 
begin to germinate In the late summer or early fall at Auburn, 
and by Jantiary fully 95 per cent of the bulbs are active and 
have leaves above ground; any dormant bulbs that are present 
at this time are of the hard-shelled type. New bulbs are pro­
duced In the late winter and spring and nev/ bulblets in the 
spring. The plant, therefore, is active during the winter in the 
latitude of Atiburn, but the leaves die in the late spring and 
the bulbs are dormant during the summer. 
REVIE^ V OP LITERATUIIE 
Wild e;arllc has long been recognized as a noxious v;eed, as 
attested by the fact that aomo of the first scientific jo'ui'nala 
published in America contained articles dealing with its \7eedy 
nature and proposing methods for its control. Pipal (18) 
quoted from an article on wild garlic (dated 1763) that appeared 
in the first volume of the Ti-»ans act ions of the American Phil­
osophical Society, He also mentioned two coi-nETunications (1309-
10) to the Philadelphia Society for Proraoting Agrlcxxlture which 
shov;ed that v/ild garlic v/as already a coiiimon field peat of that 
region. 
Hansen (11) stated that garlicky v/heat is severely dls-
covmted by millers and grain dealers because the garlic bulblets 
contaminate milling machinery, cause injury to wheat in storage, 
and Impart an unpleasant flavor and odor to flour. According 
to Pipal (18), a dockage of 20 to 40 per cent of the market 
price Is often placed on garlicky wheats Metzger (15) in 1921 
said that f\illy 95 per cent of the wheat grown in Maryland was 
infested v/ith garlic, and that such v;heat brouglit from tliree to 
18 cents per bushel less than garlic-free wheat. Pieper and 
Rickey (17) report that garlic reduces the value of wheat grovm 
in Illinois more than §300,000 annually. 
Ballu (3) describes several methods that have been used in 
an effort to separate the bvilblets of garlic from wheats One 
method is based on the difference in specific gravity betv;een 
bulblets and v;heat grains. The biilblets are blovra out, separated 
by centrifugal force, or are floated off by water. Another 
method takes advantage of the difference in shape between the 
bulblets and v/heat grains. The bulblets, according to Ballu, 
have faces v/hlch keep them from rolling doT,7n a.minimum incline 
along which the wheat grains roll freely. In yet another method 
the difference in totighneas of the coverings of the bulblets 
and wheat grains is titilized. The garlic-infested wheat is 
passed between rollers equipped with metallic teeth. The soft 
bulblets are impaled by the teeth and removed from the harder 
grains of wheat v/hlch are not i:)icked up. 
Duvel (9) also described a method for separating garlic 
bulblets and wheat {plains. The garlicky wheat was dried vintil 
the moisture content was reduced from about 20 per cent to eight. 
The bxilblets v/ere killed by the heat and desiccation and bo~ 
came considerably llglater as the result of loss of moisture. The 
smaller bulblets v/ere then fanned out an,d the larger ones v;ero 
removed by screens. 
Many methods for the eradication of this objectionable v/ood 
from grain fields have been trled> aorao of them dating back to 
colonial tiiaes. Plpal (18) qtioted an article (dated 1768) from 
the first volume of the Transactions of the American Philosophi­
cal Society which recommended preceding v/inter wheat by April-
sovm oats, a procedure designed to clear tlie land of garlic. 
Watts (24) in 1895 reported experiments in which plowing, fre~ 
qxient cultivation, mowing, chopping, and shaving the surface 
of the soil vrere tested as methods of eradication. The ex­
periments had only been in progress about one year at the 
time that the bulletin v/as published and, as might be expected, 
no method had entirely eradicated the peat. 
Gox (6) in 1914 recomnended a tillage method of eradica­
tion that seemed to bo very satisfactory for cultivated land. 
By this method, the land ^ vas plowed in the late fall when the 
tops were about one foot high and the topsv^ ere entirely plov;ed 
under. The following spring, the land v/as thoroufjlaly preiDared 
for a cultivated crop and clean cultivation v/as practiced to 
prevent top growth of the garlic. Cultural methods of eradica­
tion similar to or based on the one advanced by Cox have been 
recommended by Talbot (22), Hansen (11), Skiver (20), and 
Pieper and Rickey (17)» 
Voelcker (23) reported experiments conducted in England 
that dealt with the eradication of Allium vineale L, T?liese ex­
periments were begun in lQ9l9 and continued tha'o^ igh 1911. Lime, 
gas lime, carbolic acid, svilphurlc acid, sulphocyanldo of 
ammonium, arsenic, sulphate of copper, common salt, sulphate of 
magnesia, chloride of magnesium, and carbollzed lime v/ere used 
without success. Deep plowing was also tmsuccessful. The most 
satisfactory method was one based on competition. A good stand 
of lucerne (alfalfa) and a {^ raas mixture knovra as "Elliot's 
Mixture" v/ero reported to crowd out the gai'lic in five years. 
The evidences are that the work reported in this paper was not 
carefTilly controlled. 
The Indiana Agricultural Experiraent Station appears to 
have done the first work on chemical eradication of wild garlic 
that is applicable to field conditions. These experiments were 
reported by Pipal (18) in 1914. The following substances were 
tried in 1911: 5 per cent carbolic acid, 5 per cent caxxstic 
potash, 5 per cent sxilfurlc acid, 5 per cent caustic soda, 10 
por cent sulfuric acid, 20 per cent sodium chloride, 20 x:ier cent 
iron sulfate, 5 por cent ferric chloride, 5 pez-» cent ferrous 
chloride, 5 per cent sodium nitrate, 5 per cent potassiixm nitrate, 
5 per cent calcium chloride, and kerosene, Kone of the mater­
ials except kerosene proved effective. The follov/ing year 
orchard heating oil, which is heavier than kerosene, v/as tested 
along with tho latter mterial. The iDlants v/ere sprayed, by 
means of a pov/erful traction sprayer, on plots in a cornfield 
and in a clover and timothy meadow. Very satisfactory results 
were obtained from orchard heating oil in the cornfield, but the 
results in the meadov/ must have been disappointing, since they 
were not recorded in the bulletin, Selby and Van Atta (19) 
reported the sticcessful substitution of ftiel oil for orchard 
heating oil in Ohio. 
The presence of v;ild garlic in pastures is as objectionable 
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as It Is in ijraln fields. Hansen (11) stated that some creainer-
ies in Indiana refused garlic-tainted milk, and that others paid 
only half price for it. Talbot (22) says that this weed causes 
serious losses to the dairy industry and that it is difficult 
either to market or to manufactiire into salable products the 
tainted milk i>roduced by cows that graze on gai'lic-infested 
pastures. V/atts (24) in 1895 stated that v/ild garlic had al­
ready rendered many thousaiids of acres of excellent land v/orth-
less for the pasturage of milk cows. 
The garlic flavor can be detected in milk one minute after 
the cow has fed on garlic, according to Babcock (2), and the co\7 
must be removed from a garlic-infested pasture seven hours before 
milking to prevent the milk having the flavor of garlic. Tv^ o 
methods for removins the garlic flavor and odor from milk and 
cream have been advaiacod. Blin (4) describes an aeration 
method that v;as developed by the Bureau of Animal Indtiatry of 
the United States Department of Afjriculture. In this method, 
milk at a temperature of 52.7^ 0• is forced in very fine streams 
from one container to another, thus exposing a very large milk 
surface to the air. Treatment for five minutes v/as reported 
to bo sufficient for complete removal of the odor. 
The other method was developed by MacDonald at the Tennessee 
Agricultural Experiment Station and was described by Ilolman (12). 
Garlicky milk was shaken v;ith mineral oil and allowed to stand. 
The oil absorbed the material responsible for the garlic odor 
and, being llt-^ ter than the milk, rose to the top. The milk 
was separated from the oil by opening a faucet at the bottom 
of the container and closing It again after the milk had flov/ed 
out. 
Although both cultural and cheDiical methods have been 
recomiended for the eradication of viild garlic from cultivated 
fields no desirable method for its eradication from pastures or 
lavms Y/aa found in a review of the literature. Dewey (8) in 
1097 reported that v/ild garlic v/as almost eradicated from the 
VJhite House lavvn in Washington, D. C. by the application of a 
small quantity of carbolic acid to each plant. The method is 
tedious, and the carbolic acid is very poisonous to man and ani­
mals# Cox (6) tested various plant poisons, such as fuel oil, 
coal-tar creosote oil, arsenlte of soda, and comnon salt on 
grasslands. A small amount of each sxibstonce was placed directly 
on each plant or group of plants. Of these materials, only 
coal-tar creosote oil was successful, and the method was too 
tedious and labor-consixmlng to be used on a large scale. 
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EXPERIIvnSNTAL I-IETIIODS AH) RESULTS 
Tho v/rlter, while working on a wood eradication project at 
lovfa State Colloi^ o in 1930-31, observed that dorraant quack grass 
was btit little injured by very heavy applications of a 10-90 
raixtxire of cijeosote and kerosene but that ligliter applicationa 
severely injured the grass v.iien applied during the active grow­
ing season. This spray was developed by the Botany Departsient 
of Iowa State College and v/as widely used for killing weeds 
along railroad riglit-of-ways (1) • The mixture consisted of 10 
parts of coal tar creosote and 90 parts of kerosene \7hich wore 
thoroughly mixed together. Sodium aroenite and sodlvun chlorate 
had been used previously aa herbicides by railroads, but both 
were dangerotis and their use involved the railroads in numerous 
lawsuits. Sodium arsenite is poisonous and when sprayed on 
grass and weeds will kill animals that graze on the treated 
plants? sodium chlorate ia hi£^ aly inflaramablo when mixed with 
organic matter and serious fires have resulted from the use of 
this herbicide. The Chicago, Milvmukee, St. Paul and Pacific 
Railroad recognised the need for research on herbicides and 
established a fellov/ship at lov/a State College for the study 
of tills problem. 
The fellowship was hold by Eaton M. Summers, Russell Bissey 
and E. V. Smith. The development of a safe herbicide, i.e., one 
non-tojcic to animals and not highly inflammable, v/as desired. 
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Sumrnors first used a 10-90 mixture of furfural and kerosene in 
these experimenta, but, at the suggestion of Doctor I, E. 
Melhua, he 3u.bstltuted coal-tar creosote for the furfural of 
the mixture. ITuraeroua exporlraents by Sit^ amers indicated that the 
10-90 creosote-kerosene was very effective against annual weeds 
and to a lesser extent against such persistent perennial v/eeds 
as quack grass. Bissoy expanded the studies on creosote-kero­
sene, paying especial attention to the physical characteristics 
of various creosotes, kerosenes, and mixtures of creosoto and 
kerosene. The creosote-kerosene spray proved so effective that 
it was adopted by the Mllvmukoo and several other railroads. 
The observations suggested that the sanie m3ature might be 
waod successfully against v/lld garlic growing in pastures or 
lavma of dormant Bermuda grass, Cynodon dactylon (L.) Pars, 
In the latitude of Auburn, wild garlic is vegetative during the 
winter, but the leaves die in the spring and the plant passes 
the suraner as dormant bulbs, Bernxuda grass, v/hlch is frequently 
infested with garlic, is one of the most important summer pas­
ture and lam plants of the region. Tliis grass remains active 
xmtil late In the fall, but, with the exception of extremely mild 
winters, it is more or less dormant during Januax'y, February 
and frequently during a considerable portion of March. 
Upon the \witer's return to the Alabama Agricultural Experi-
raont Station, he outlined and p\it ixito operation a project hav­
ing tho following objectives: 
1. To detennine whether creosote-kerosene woxild act as 
a selective v.'inter fspray, killing the active gai'lic, without 
serioualy injuring tho dormant Berrmda grass, 
2, To study the seasonal activity of the bulbs of wild 
garlic, detorminlng the period v/hen fev/est bulbs v/ero dormant, 
and thus vrhen the plant woxald be most susceptible to contx»ol by 
spraying. 
Preliminary experiments v/ere condticted during the axttvmin 
of 1931 in which plots of Bermuda grass infested with garlic 
wore sprayed v;ith the 10-90 mixture of creosote-kerosene, llie 
results from these experiments shov.'Qd that active garlic having 
leaves above ground was killed whereas dormant bulbs or those 
that had sprot\ted (with leaves still undergrotmd) v/ere not in­
jured. Some of the dorrarit Bermuda grass v/as killed but the 
stand vms not seriously impaired. Thus it v/as evident that 
creosote-kerosene acted as a selective, contact herbicide. 
Seasonal Activity of Bulbs 
Germination of bulbs 
From the results of the above-mentioned experiments, it vms 
evident that a stxidy of the seasonal activity of the bulbs of 
this plant would have to be made if the spray v/ere to be most 
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©ffootlvely used, Evidonfcly the period when fev/ost iDulbs v/ero 
dormant would "be the best time to spray. Consequently, about 
1000 bulbs were dug at approximately weekly intervals througjiout 
each growing season, beginning in the autum of 1932 and con-
tinuins tlirough the 1937-38 sroT/ing season. Six grov/ing seasons 
v;ere therefore included in this study. The bulbs from each 
digging were separated into oevei'al classes (based on laorpliology 
and activity) and the nvimber of bulbs in each class doterinined. 
Several distinct t^ /pes of dormant bulbs wore recognized 
(Figure 1) • One v/as a relatively small bulb that v/as flattened 
on the side that originally lay next to the mother biilb, and 
was rounded on the back. It v/as covered by a hard, shiny coat 
that had the appearance of having been varnished. Pipal (18) 
called tills type of bulb a hard-shelled bulb. Another type was 
larger, not so distinctly flattened, and had a v/hltish, thinner 
coat. Pipal (18) called this type the soft-shelled bxilb. In 
addition to thoso v/ere the bulblets which v/ere about the size 
of a grain of wheat and produced at the siumnlt of a scape, and 
undivided bulbs that had been active the winter before bu.t had 
become dormant during the smimer. It was easy to distinguish 
eacli class v;hen dormant, but after gemiination the distinguish­
ing characteristics v/ere soon lost. 
The bxilbs began to germinate each year during the late 
summer and early fall. Por exami)le, no garlic could be seen v/hon 
a heavily infested Bermuda grass sod was examined August 22, 
-15-
Plg. 1, Types of dormant bulbs recogniged; Imrd-sholled bulba 
from bulbs other tlmn. bulblet-bearlng, bulbs that had 
been active during the v/inter of 19S7-38 but the 
leaves of wMch had died in the spring, hard-shelled 
biilbs from bulblet-bearing mother bulbs, soft-shelled 
bulba from bulblet-bearing mother bulbs, and a cluster 
of bulblets (left to ri^ t, respectively). 
-16-
1957; yet 535 of the 827 bulbs exaininod September 7 had. leaves 
above ground. After the rest period was broken, one of the 
moat iniportexit factors detei'mlning the rate of gerralnation 
seemed to be soil moisture. Germination proceeded slov/ly dur­
ing a dry period but speeded up follov/ing a rain. Germination 
occurred at about the same rate each autuinn as shown by the 
data presented in Tables la to 6a and lb to 6b, inclusive. 
The process of germination proceeded so rapidly in fact that 
for the aiz-year period the average percentage of bulbs having 
tops above ground in early January (and therefore susceptible 
to the creosote-kerosene spray)v;as 95,6, The data on gemi­
nation for the six-year period are summarised in Table 7, 
The hai'd-ahelled bulbs began to germinate abotxt as early 
each year as the bvilbs of other classes, and although they 
continued to germinate rather rapidly during the fall and 
winter, it is xmfortunato that some of them alvuaya remained 
dormant until the follov;lng year. The early germination of hard-
shelled bulbs is not in agreement v;ith the findings of Pipal 
(18) in Indiana v/here only a small percentage of them germinated 
in the fall and v/intor but the majority did not germinate until 
spring. This discrepancy probably arises from differences in 
climatic conditions aiid will require workers in other latitudes 
to make a detailed study of seasonal activity of the plant if 
they vrlah to use creosote-kerosene most effectively. 
Table la. Gennination of bulbs during the fall, 1932, 
« Nxznber of i3ulbs in each class 
Activity of bulbs ;10/17;10/24;11/2 ;ll/7 ;11/14:11/32:11/28i12/5 ;12/12:12/19 
Dormant bulbs 177 186 255 223 55 25 12 51 16 7 
Sprouted bulbs 490 527 251 304 162 100 56 90 52 48 
Small plants 482 1000 668 2270 1018 784 1022 1023 1606 986 
Large plants 77 69 30 319 100 96 64 100 54 183 
Total 1226 1582 1184 3116 1355 1005 1154 1264 1728 1224 
Table lb» Genalnation of bulbs during the fall, 1952. 
; ' Per cent of total bulbs counted! ' 
; on each date in each class 
Activity of bulbs :ToA^ :10y24sliyii Tliy? : 11/14:iayi2;l^ yi5 
Dorsiant bulbs 14,4 11,7 19,9 7.2 4,1 2,5 1,0 4,0 0,9 0,6 
Sprouted bulbs 40.0 20,7 21.2 9,8 12.1 10.0 4.9 7,1 3,0 3,9 
Small plants 39.3 63,2 55.4 72,8 76.3 78.0 88.6 81,0 93,0 80,6 
LavRO plants 6.3 4,4 2,5 10,2 7.5 9.5 5.5 7.9 5,1 14.9 
( 
t 
gable 2a, G-er^ l.nation of bxilbs d'orlnf; tlie rail., 1955. 
Hiaasber of bulbs in eacb class 
Activity of bulbs: 9/26 :10/5 ;10/12 ;10/31;10/29 :ll/5 ;11/22 ; lg/l6 : ' 
Dormant bulbs 449 459 354 194 277 150 72 1 8 
Sprouted bulbs 127 176 46 280 138 45 144 8 24 
Smll plants 430 597 916 666 769 1125 1014 1031 622 
Large plants 20 13 0 28 17 0 0 22 24 
Total 1026 1245 1326 1168 1199 1320 1250 1062 678 
Table 2b. Gersiination of bulbs dttrinf; tlie fall« 1955« 
: Per cent of total bulbs covuated on eacii date in each class 
Activity of bulbs; 9/26 tlO/5 ;10/12 ;10/21;10/29 ;ll/5 t11/22 ; 12/16 ; 12/22 
Dormant bulbs 43.S 56.9 27.4 16.6 23.1 11.4 5.9 0.1 1,2 
Sprouted bulbs 12.4 14.1 3,5 24.0 11.4 5.4 11,7 0.7 5*5 
Saiall plants 41.S 48.0 69.1 57.0 64.1 85.2 82.4 97.1 91,8 
Large plants 1.9 1.0 0,0 2.4 1.4 0,0 0.0 2,1 3^ 5 
Table 3&« Ger^ l.nation of Iralbs during; tlie_ Tall, 1954« ' 
t IJxmiDer of Dulbs in each, class 
Activity of bulbs;9/19!9729:10/6:10/15;10/20il0y27:11/12;11/17;11/26;12/5;12/l5t12/20 
Dormant bulbs 557 530 128 165 145 128 80 20 55 8 0 5 
Sprouted bulbs 177 140 555 172 96 99 132 156 198 142 60 62 
Saall plants 455 585 478 542 866 680 686 705 655 701 800 709 
Large plants 45 54 41 150 65 45 64 157 99 141 96 140 
Total 994 1109 982 1009 1170 950 952 998 985 992 956 916 
I 
Table 5b. Germination of bulbs durinp; tbe fall, 1954. 
Activity of bulbs 
Per cent of total bulbs counted. 
on eacb. date in each, class -
9/19:9/29;10/6;10/l5:10/20:10/27:11/12;11/17:11/26;12/5;12/15;12/20 
Domant bulbs 55,9 29.8 15.0 15,4 12.2 15.5 8.5 2,0 5,4 0,8 0,0 0,5 
Sprouted bxilbs 17,3 12,6 54.1 17.0 8,2 10.4 15,7 15,6 20,1 14,5 6«5 6,8 
Small plants 45,8 52.8 48.7 55,7 74,0 71.6 71.5 70.7 64.5 70.7 85.7 77,4 
Large plants 4,5 4.8 4,2 12.9 5.6 4,5 6,7 15,7 10,0 14,2 10,0 15.5 
Table 4a< Gepmination of Imlbs diaring the fall, 1935 • 
: • K'uiiibez' of bulbs In eaciL class  ^
Activity of b-ulbs:9/519/21;9/29;10/5;10/11;10/19;10/25:ll/l;11/8:11/15;11/25;12/6 
Dormant "bulbs 894 370 541 548 588 598 360 234 155 88 33 52 
Sprouted bulbs 219 89 65 100 72 78 122 250 222 95 128 70 
Small plants 890 557 379 372 580 247 165 185 260 314 395 490 
Large plants 0 226 254 341 354 296 297 322 337 524 350 404 
Total 2003 1042 1019 1561 1374 1019 944 1001 972 1021 906 1016 
Table 41?» Geyrnlnation of bulbs duping the fall, 1935« 
I  ^ Per cent of total bulbs counted on eacii date in each, class 
Activity of bulbs;9/5:9/21;9/29:10/5:10/11:10/19;10/25;11/1;11/8:11/15:11/23;12/6 
Dormant bulbs 44.6 55,5 35«5 40.3 42.8 39.1 38.1 23.4 15.7 8.6 5.7 5.1 
Sprouted btilbs 11.0 8.5 6.4 7.5 5.2 7.7 12.9 26.0 22.8 9.3 14.1 6.9 
Small plants 44.4 54.3 37.2 27.3 27.7 24.2 17.5 18.5 26.8 50.8 43.6 48.2 
Large plants 0.0 21.7 22.9 25.1 24.3 29.0 51.5 52.1 54.7 51.5 38.6 39.8 
Table 5a, G-enaination of bulbs during tlie fall, 1936• 
i lUxmoer of bulbs in each class 
Activity of bulbs: 10/1: 10/9: 10/15!l0/50: 11/6;11/28;12/4 : 12/12 : lg/l9 
Doi*^ ant bulbs 305 200 554 247 290 270 154 95 70 
Sprouted bulbs 152 33 48 54 27 278 293 294 229 
Szaall plants 87 o^ O 514 221 185 121 502 463 576 
Large plants 250 401 453 525 480 525 115 200 265 
Total 114. 974 1157 847 982 995 1064 1052 1140 
Table 5b. Gersiination of bulbs during the fall, 1956» 
: Pep cent of total bulbs counted 
: on each date in each class 
Activity of bulbs; 10/1: 10/9; 10/1^ :10/50: ll/6?11/28;12/4 s 12/12 : 12/1§ 
Dormaat bulbs 39.4 20,5 30.3 29.2 29.5 27.1 14.5 9.0 6.1 
Sprouted bulbs 19,6 3.4 4,0 6,3 CO
 
.
 
CD
 
27.9 27.5 28.0 20.1 
Small plants 11.3 34.9 26.9 26.1 
00 CO H
 12.2 47.2 44.0 50.5 
Large plants 29.7 41,2 38.8 58.4 48.9 32.8 10.8 19.0 23.3 
Table 5a« Gepinination of bulbs dtiring the fall, 1937 
' Kuabey* of bulbs in each class 
Activity: I 5 :9/ s9/ :10/:10/ :10/:10/: :11/ :11/ :11/ ; s 
of bulbg19/7:9/11?9/16:22 :29 : 6 ; 15 ; 20: 27;ll/3: 10 ! 17 : 24 ;12/l; 12/8 
Donaant 
bulus 356 584 759 677 575 461 321 538 100 64 151 68 11 31 15 
Sprouted 
bulbs 125 110 167 106 131 319 154 204 150 137 194 97 62 41 29 
Ssiall • — 
plants 0 230 141 65 82 81 350 245 385 311 302 750 557 537 566 
Large 
plants 335 196 82 123 202 102 230 140 352 368 494 143 292 450 292 
Total 8271120 1159 971 990 963 1055 928 987 880 1141 1058 922 1059 902 
Table 6b, Germination of bulbs during the fall, 1937. 
i Per cent of total bulbs counted on 
Activity: each date in each class 
of bulbs: 5 5 i I i :1D/ :10/ :10/ : ;ll/ :11/ :11/ * 
; 9/7;9/11:9/16:9/22;9/29:10/6: 13 ; 20 : 27 ;ll/5: 10 : 17 : 24 ;12/1:12/8 
Dors£int 
bulbs 44.3 52.2 66.1 69.7 58.1 47.9 30.4 36.4 10.1 7.3 13.2 6.4 1.2 2.9 1.7 
Sprouted 
biabs 15.2 9.8 14.5 10.9 13.2 33.1 14.6 22.0 15.2 15.6 17.0 9.2 6.7 3.9 3.2 
Ssiall 
plants 0.0 20.5 12.3 6.7 8.3 8.4 33.2 26.5 39.0 35.3 26.5 70.9 60.4 50.7 62.7 
Plants 40.5 17.5 7.1 12.7 20.4 10.6 21.8 15.1 55.7 41.8 43.5 13.5 31.7 42.5 32.4 
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Table 7. Smmtary of x-ates of germination during autiiwis of 1952-37, 
Inclxislve. 
" " pq;p cent of total bulbs' comited. each week in ea 
i ' e^ptemTjer ; Qotober ' Kovembe 
Activity of bulbstTst t^ no. tSrdyV^ th tTst i2nd ":iDrd! :lat' ;2nd ; 
nYeektv;e'elaTye(3'!{c:v/eefe:\!7eektyG0lctv;eek:v/eokt'we'ele:v7eek: 
Dormant bxilbs 44.4 52.2 45.2 44.2 35.5 27.5 24.8 21.0 18.3 10.3 
Sprouted bulbs 13.1 9.8 13.6 10.6 21.6 8.8 17.7 12.8 13.8 16.4 
Small plants 22.2 20.5 30.1 34.G 28.8 43.7 41.3 46.9 42,8 50.2 
Largo plants 20.3 17.5 11.1 10.6 14.1 20.0 16.2 19.3 25.1 23.1 
Total dormant 
and sproxitod 
bulba 57.5 62.0 50.8 54.B 57.1 35.3 42.5 33.8 32.1 26.7 
Total small and 
large plants 42.5 38.0 41.2 45.2 42.9 63.7 57.5 66,2 67.9 73.3 

Ing autinnna of 1952-37, 
counted each v/eok in each cldss 
itober : Koverabep i Decombor 
id :3rd, :4tli :lat :2nd ;3rd : 
) ok t v/e ok: we ok: wo elc: we ok; we oK: 
4t'li ;Iat :2n<i jSrd :4t;ii 
wo ok: WQ ok: wo ok: vie ok: we ok 
'.5 24.8 21,0 10.3 10.3 4.9 
J.8 17.7 12.8 1S.8 16.4 10.5 
5.7 41.3 46.9 42.8 50.2 62.6 
3.0 16.2 19.3 25.1 23.1 22.0 
5.3 42.5 35.8 32.1 2G.7 15.4 
7.4 5.5 2.9 1.8 1.2 
M-2 11.9 10.1 7.9 3.5 
58.6 59.6 70.0 76.4 91.8 
L9.8 23»0 16.1 13.9 3.5 
a.6 17.4 13.0 9.7 4.7 
>.7 57.6 66.2 67.9 75.3 -84.6 92.6 87.0 90.3 95.3 
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Formation of novr bxCLba 
Bulbs tlxat germinated dui'^ lng the fall and early v/intor 
produced new bulba the same winter. For example, 70 bulba vary­
ing from 2 to 10 millimeters in diameter v/ere cross-sectioned on 
December 19, 1934, and imr/iediately examined with a hand lens. 
Each of 35 of these bulbs had one no\7 axillary bixlb within its 
tissues and eiglit had two. At the time of sectioning the pre­
sence of nexj bulbs could not be detected by an external examina­
tion of the mother bulbs. As the new b^ ilbs developed they soon 
distorted the mother bulbs and gradually br-olce through the older 
tissues. By February 16, 1955, 26 of the 961 bulbs examined were 
classified as new dormant bulbs. V/hen the nev; bulbs first ap­
peared they were covered by a thin coat and v/ero readily dis-
tinipiished from the old, dormant, hard-aholled bulbs. The new 
coats hardened rapidly and it soon became difficult to dis­
tinguish between the hard-shelled bulbs that had over-wintered 
in the dormant condition and those that had been recently pro­
duced. 
Similarly, mother bulbs v^ -ere sectioned and examined for 
now bulbs on January 14, 1933j February 13, 1937j January 27, 
1938; February 15, 1938; Karch 22, 1938. The results of these 
observations (Tables 8 to 13) showed that the formation of new 
bulbs, which could bo detected first in December, continued 
tlirough the winter and into the spring. Tliis conclusion was 
substantiated, by the fact that more and inoro new dormant bulbs 
wore fomd as tho soaaon advanced (Tables 14~19). One of the 
Interesting facts brought out in these studies v/as that extremely 
sinall bulbs often formed more than one nov; bulb. Thua, v/hon 51 
bulbs two to throe millimeters in diameter v/ere sectioned* 46 
wore found to contain nev; bulbs* Eij^ ht of the 4G contained 
three nev; bulbs * 27 contained two, and 11 contained one each* 
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Tablo 8. Formation of nevj bulbs v/ithin mother bulbs, Docoiubor 
19, 1934. 
Number oi! inotliGr 's " Diflonotor of mother tlio, axillary bulbs 
bulbs sectioned : bulb (mm,) : per mother bulb 
3 2.0 0 
2 2.0 1 
5 3.0 0 
10 3.0 1 
3 3.0 2 
3 4.0 0 
9 4.0 1 
1 5.0 0 
4 5.0 1 
1 5.0 2 
3 6.0 0 
1 6.0 1 
2 6.0 2 
1 7.0 0 
5 7.0 1 
2 7.0 2 
5 8,0 0 
4 8.0 1 
6 10.0 0 
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Table 9» Format ion of now bul'ba v/ithin mother bulbs, January 
19, 1933. 
""l^ /Tinibor 6t 'inotlior 5 Dianistor of mot'laer Ji^ o. axillary Wlba 
bulba sectioned t bulb {vm,) : per mother bulb 
9 1.0 0 
1 1.0 1 
20 2.0 0 
17 2.0 1 
2 2.0 2 
5 2.5 1 
6 3.0 0 
19 3.0 1 
15 3.0 2 
1 3.0 3 
1 4.0 0 
10 4,0 1 
5 4.0 2 
1 4.5 1 
S 5.0 0 
3 5.0 1 
5 5.0 2 
1 6.0 1 
1 8.0 2 
1 9.0 2 
1 9.0 3 
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Table 10. Pormafcion of now bulbs within mother bulbs, January 
27, 1938. 
'l^ umber of mo'thei' s lii'ametor of rtiolilier " tlto. axillary bulbs 
bulbs aectlonecl i bulb (ram«) t per mother bulb 
19 1.5 0 
O 1.5 1 
13 2.5 0 
9 2.5 1 
6 3.0 0 
7 3.0 1 
8 3.0 2 
1 3.0 3 
3 4,0 0 
5 4.0 1 
9 4.0 2 
5 4 »0 3 
1 6.0 0 
7 6,0 1 
9 6.0 2 
5 6.0 3 
3 10*0 0 
7 10.0 1 
6 10.0 2 
5 10.0 3 
1 10.0 4 
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Table 11« Formation of nevi "bulbs v/ithin mother bulbfs,^  
February 13, 1937. 
' limber of mother Diameter of niother :Ho#' axillary bulbs 
"bulbs sectioned : bulb (ran,) ; per mother bulb 
5 2-3.0 0 
11 2-5,0 1 
27 2-3.0 2 
8 2-3.0 3 
6 4-5.0 1 
19 4-5.0 2 
6 4-5.0 3 
1 4-5.0 4 
1 6-7.0 0 
5 6-7.0 1 
14 6-7.0 2 
2 6-7.0 3 
2 8-10,0 0 
1 8-10.0 2 
so-
Table 12, Formation of new bulbs v/lthin xaother bulbs, 
Febr\aary 15, 1938. 
" 'Huiaber 'of laotJie'r i Dl'amoter of mother t'liop 'axlilary bulbs 
bulbs aectloned ; bulb (mm.) ; per ciothor bulb 
8 5,0 0 
4 3,0 1 
10 4,0 0 
8 4,0 1 
5 4,0 2 
4 5,0 0 
8 5,0 1 
4 5.0 2 
2 5,0 3 
1 6,0 0 
6 6,0 1 
3 5.0 2 
3 6,0 3 
2 7.0 1 
8 7,0 O 
5 7,0 3 
3 8,0 1 
4 8,0 2 
3 8.0 3 
1 9,0 2 
3 9,0 3 
1 10,0 4 
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Toblo 13, Fomatlon of nev; bulbs \vithin mother bulbs, 
March 22, 1938. 
l^ utnbor of noWief i ' "ijlamotor oii' "motHor ' axillary biil'bs 
bulbs aoctioned t bulb (mm^ ) ; per mother btilb 
17 4,0 or less 0 
10 4,0 or loos 1 
1 4.0 or less 2 
8 6,0 0 
28 6.0 1 
6 6*0 2 
1 6,0 3 
1 6,0 4 
12 8.0 1 
7 8.0 o 
1 8.0 3 
4 8.0 4 
2 8,0 5 
4 10,0 2 
1 10.0 3 
1 10,0 4 
1 10,0 5 
1 10,0 6 
Nov/ bulbs could be detected v/lthln the tissues of the 
mother bulbs a month or more before they began to break from 
the lattei'. The earliest that new dormant bulbs were recorded 
in this study was January 23, 1936, v;hen 12 of the 1429 bulbs 
examined were recorded as new dormant bulbs. Relatively fe\7 
of the new bulbs became independent during January and February, 
A six-year average of only tv/o and seventy-five hundredths por 
cent of the bulbs examined late in Pebiniary v/aa recorded as nov/ 
dormant bulbs. The percent age inc±?eas©d greatly in M.nrch, hov/-
evor. Consequently, there v/as a period of about two months 
each winter when i^ olatively few bulbs v/ore dormant and when the 
creosote-kerosene spray could have been most effectively applied. 
The conclusion that the best time to spray la when fewest bixlbs 
are dormant is logical because the preliminary expcrinxents, and 
all subsequent applications, have shown that the creosote-kerosene 
mixtixre is an active contact herbicide. Garlic plants are 
usually killed when the loaves are covered with the spray, b\Tt 
dormant bulbs and germinatiixg l^ ulba without aerial leaves are 
norjnally uninjured. It is significant that fev/est bulbs are 
dormant during January and February for these are the months 
when the Bermuda grass is most likely to be dormant and, conse­
quently, least likely to bo seriously injured by the spray. 
Production of bulbleta. 
As has already been mentioned, some of the plants produced 
scapes in the spring, each of which bore a cluatei'* of bulbleta 
at its sur;nnlt» The cltt-ter vms at first covered by a laembrane 
but as tho bulblets matured they enlarged and burst the cover­
ing, Those bu3.blot3, which vove first evident in April (or 
sometimes in March) reached natui'ity in late May and June, Al­
though each plant produced only a few imderground bulbs, it 
might jDroduce a large nitmber of aerial bulbleta, f'ifty plants 
taken at random on July 8, 1937, averaged 41.3 bulblets per 
plant, the largest number being 109, Thus bxilblets, which were 
produced in large numbers at the tops of scapes, formed one of 
the principal means of dispersal of tho vreed. 
The mother bulbs that produced bulblets above ground also 
formed new bulbs undergi'OTand (in addition to the new hard~ 
shelled bulbs produced in January and February), Both hard-
shelled and soft-shelled bulbs were formed, but, tinlike tho 
earlier formed hard-shelled bulbs, they did not break from the 
tissues of the mother bulb until after bulblet formation and the 
disintesration of the mother bvilb. Each bulblet-bearing mother 
bulb contained from one to four hard-shellod bxilbs and uaiially 
only one or tv/o softt-shelled bulbs. All of the food reserves of 
tho mother btilb appeared to have been used in the production of 
the bulblets oaad new btilbs. After the nev/ b\albs were removed 
from such a plant, nothing vms left excopt tho papery remains 
of the scales and the base of tho scapo, and the mother bulb was 
Incapable of renewed grovvth. 
There was some evidence that the elongation of the scape 
and the production of bulblets vrere determined, at least in 
part, by tho size of tho mother bulb, Tho mother bulbs that pro­
duced bulblets v/oro generally larger than those of which the 
leaves died in tho spring. In g^ a^ss Isuids, tho garlic plants 
are usually fotuad in clustere consisting of few to fifty or 
nioro plants. Competition atnong the closely associated plants 
of such a cluster must be very keen and thi.? may explain why 
most of the bulbs are rather small and why relatively few of 
tho plants in a clustei-* produce bulblets. 
Renevml of dormancy 
The leaves of the non-bulblet-bearing plants began to die 
late in March or early in April each year, and the bulbs became 
dormant. These dormant bxilbs actually v/ere tho result of the 
activity of the terminal bud of the mother bulbs and v/ere sur­
rounded by the papery remains of the old scales and v/ere tipped 
by the dead remnants of the old leaves. These bulbs wore dis­
tinctly different in appearance from the new dormant hard- and 
soft-shelled bulbs that had developed from axillary buds of the 
mother bulbs. Death of loaves and concurrent initiation of 
dormancy of biilbs continued each spring mtll 25 to 50 per 
cent of tho bulbs examined late In May v/ere recorded as dormant 
bulbs that had been active the winter before, the remaining 50 
to 75 per cent being made up largely of new dormant hai-'d- and 
soft-shellod bulbs. Tho rate at which the leaves died and the 
bulbs became dormant, and the rate at which nev/ dormant bulbs 
appeared in the spring are recorded in Tables 14 to 19, inclu­
sive. The data on the activity of bulbs during 
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tliG v/lntor and spring for the slic-year period (1933-1938, in­
clusive) aro stuniaarized in Tables 20a and 20b, "Old dormant 
bulbs" represent hard-shelled axillary bulbs of the previous 
season irhich failed to germinate« It is the presence of these 
non-G^ o^winc bulbs v/hich inalces it Impossiblo to eradicate i.7ild 
garlic in one season. "New dormant axillary bulbs" wore both 
hard- and soft-shelled. Those bulbs v/ere not affected by spray­
ing and their formation indicated the end of the spraying 
season, "Hovt donnont axillary bulbs" first appeared In early 
February, constituted 3,S per cent of the total in late February, 
and 23•7 per cent of the total in late March, 
"Bulbs with dead leaves" constltixted a second class iMiiune 
to creosote-kerosene sprays. Tables 20a and 20b show they 
first appeared in late March and did not become important "until 
late April. The data on the appeai-'ance of these two types of 
dormant bulbs re-emphasised the necessity of spraying during 
Jam^ ary and February for beat results. Most of the old bulbs 
had produced leaves by January; relatively f©\7 new dormant bialbs 
had become fully differentiated before the end of February; 
and the leaves of old plants did not begin to die -luatil the 
latter part of March. During the remainder of the growing season 
there was a i^ rogresoively large number of dormant bulbs that 
would not be killed by the creosote-kei'osene. 
Table 14, Activity of b-albs during the winter and spring. 1935 
Number of bulbs in each class 
Activity of bulbs : 1/9 : 1/23 : 2/6 : 2/27 : 3/13 ; 3/27 : 4/11 : 4/26 : 5/S 
Old dormant bulbs 5 75 4 2 15 - 3 - -
lew dor'nfirtt bulbs 0 0 0 47 203 435(1) 343 509 504 
Sprouted bulbs 10 0 0 12 IS 29 57 0 0 
Sitiall plants 1107 1117 1070 718 70S 905 877 75 0 
Large plants 47 39 82 111 118 0 0 53(2) 40 
Bulbs with leaves 
dead 0 0 0 0 0 0 110 419 415 
Coverings of new dormant hard-shelled bulbs irere hardening and it -was becoming 
increasingly difficult to distinguish the few old hard-shelled bulbs from them. 
Producing scapes bearing aerial bulblets. 
Table 15. Activity of bulbs during tlie vvinter and spring. 1934. 
• 
• Hum' 
o
 
(D X) bulbs in each class 
Activity of bulbs; 1/6 : 1/18 : 1/27 : 2/9 : 2/16 : 3/6 : 3/16 : 3/30 :4/26 : 5/13 
Old do3?mant bulbs 51 24 16 8 24 9 22 52 10^ 2 
Hew dormant bulbs 0 0 0 0 0 0 12 117 240^ ^^  91 
Sprouted bulbs 12 3 2 0 r» o 3 3 11 0 7 
Small plants 996 914 983 943 973 900 1051 889 128 538 
Large plants 55 67 56 56 62 53 51 53 74(1) 61 
Bulbs Tsrith leaves 
dead 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 590 297 
Producing scapes bearing bulblets. 
Difficult to distinguish early-formed new hard-shelled bulbs from old ones. 
Table 16, Activity of bulbs during the winter and spring, 1955. 
* dumber of bulbs' in each class 
Activity of bixlbs: 1/4 :1/12 il/21 : 2/2; 2/9:2/16:2/25; 5/2; 5/9:5/25: 4/11: 4/27 
Old dorraant bulbs IS 1 9 2 23 9 4 1 3 - - -
Hew dormant bulbs 0 0 0 0 0 26 9 57 108 520^ ^^ 356 377 
Spx'outed bulbs 16 26 17 7 19 1 13 10 20 43 0 0 
Small plants 761 1157 1007 798 780 876 898 1011 750 
{2^  
596^  "•'311 102 
Large plants 112 85 127 113 179 49 69 85 58 115 59 50 
Bulbs with leaves 
dead 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 194 471 
Coats of new hard-shelled bulbs were beginning to harden and it was diffictilt to 
distinguish any old ones from theia. 
1Leaves of some of the plants \7ere beginning to die. 
Table 17. Activity of bulbs dtiring the v/inter and spring. 1936, 
• ITiunber of Wlbs in each, class 
ActiTitT of bulbs: 1/4 : l/l7 i 2/l t 2/14 : 2/29 ; 5/6 i 5/23 : 4/4; 4/21 ; 5/2 
Old doraant bulbs 9 56 2 52 7 6 23 (1) 17 0 19^ ^^  
IJev? dormant bulbs 0 0 0 0 11 11 97 134 537 413 
Sprouted bulbs 18 21 15 20 24 0 5 0 0 0 
Small plants 665 694 492 655 611 526 607 561 527 34 
Large plants 544 595 454 218 506 652 206 197 231 127 
Bulbs with leaves 
dead 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 38 31 524 
Coats of new dormant bulbs were beginning to harden and some of those re­
corded as old doiTsaat bulbs may have been nevT?, 
Table 18. Activity of bulbs during the winter and spring. 1957. 
Number of bulbs in each class 
Activity of bulbs: 1/9 : 1/30: 2/13: 2/27: 3/13 : 3/26 : 4/2 : 4/23: 5/1 : 5/15 
Old dormant bulbs 56 54 95 62 - — - — 
Hew dormant bulbs 0 0 23 78 226^ ^^  325^ ^^  310^ 1) 489V^ 1)259^ -^  410^ )^ 
Sprouted bulbs 30 38 27 17 15 24 21 11 85 10 
Small plants 481 627 602 471 486 293 304 44 134 22 
Large plants 448 320 551 340 400 287 270 45 111 62 
Bulbs with leaves 
dead 0 0 0 0 0 0 16 501 286 436 
^^ T^he coats of the new dormant bulbs had hardened to such an extent that it VTas 
impossible to distinguish any old dormant bulbs that sight have been present 
from them. 
Table 19, Activity of bulbs during tlie winter and spring, 1933. 
Humber of bulbs in each class. 
Activity of bulbs :  1/5 : 1/19 i 2/1 ; ^ /15 : 3/1 : 3/17 : 3/29 ; 4/12 : 4/26 
Old dormant bulbs 15 28 17 3 15 5 6 2 9 
ITevr dormant bulbs 0 0 3 61 90^ ^^  230 259 449 450 
Sprouted bulbs 26 24 12 9 6 S 8 3 0 
Small plants 385 618 893 683 510 555 262 330 6 
Large plants 465 252 312 396 255 217 230 201 69 
Bulbs vTith leaves 
dead 0 0 0 0 0 0 276 285 385 
 ^ Coats of new hard-shelled btilbs vrere beginning to harden. 
Tal>le 20a, Activity or tnilbs during tlie is-inter and sDring—six year averagej 
1953-1938. 
Avera.ge mxnibev of bullis in each claas' 
Activity of bulbs; : January \ ! February : lilarch : April ! t Kay 
sEarly:Late; : Early: Late: Early : Late : Early: Late! Early: Ijatf 
Old dormant bulbs -» 25 33 21 1? 9 27 9 A 10 
IJew dormant bulbs 0 0 4 34 98 258 314 434 317 410 
Sprouted bulbs 19 17 10 13 9 20 16 2 23 10 
Btilbs wiiii 
living leaves 1013 1039 1058 973 947 740 622 199 261 84 
Bulbs iTitli dead — --
leaves 0 0 0 0 0 46 129 400 380 436 
Table 20b» Activity of btilbs during the winter and spring—six-year average, 
1935—1938. 
Per cent "6£ "oulbs in each class 
Activity of bulbs : January : February : March : April : May 
: Early: Late: Early: Late: Early : Late : Early: Late: Early: I/ate 
Old doiTaant bulbs 2.4 3.0 1.9 1.6 0.9 2,5 0.8 0.4 1.0 _ 
Sew dormant bulbs -:c- 0,0 0.0 0.4 3.3 9.2 23.7 .28,8 41.8 . 32.0 43^ 6 
Sprouted bulbs 1.8 1.6 0.9 1.3 0.9 1.8 1.5 0.2 2 . o 1.1 
Bulbs with 
living leaves 95.8 95.4 96.8 93.8 89.0 67.8 57.1 19.1 26.3 S-.9 
Bulbs -^ th dead 
leaves 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 4.2 11.8 38.5 5S.4 46.4 
*Bulbs developed from axillary buds. 
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Activity of bulTja of kiiovm history 
The actlvltlos described above—dormancy, germination, 
formation of nov/ bulbs, and of bulblets, and death of loaves— 
v/ere for bulbs grov/u in the field under natural conditions. 
Since the history of such plants was Indeterminable, it was 
deemed advisable to gro\y plants of ImoYm Mstory in the Green~ 
house for study. Fifty dormant bulbs of each of the following 
classes wero planted in greenhouse pots on July 21, 1937: Hard-
shellod bulbs from bulblot-bearlnc mother bulbs, hard-shelled 
bulbs from mother bvilbs other tlian btilblet-boarlng, soft-shelled 
bulbs from bulblet-bearing mother bvilbs, bulbs that had been ac­
tive the previous winter, and bulblets. 
Those bulbs did not begin germination earlier than bulbs 
in the field, despite the fact that the pots v/ere watered regu­
larly. Gei»mlnation continued at about the same rate as in the 
field. The pots were emptied on December 10, 1937, and the 
activity of the bulbs of the various>classes was determined. The 
results are su:mraarij;ed In Table 21. Those data indicate that 
most of the b\ilbs of all classes may germinate by Decombor and 
substantiate the records made on field gorralnation. Indeed, 
dormant bulbs were found in only one class (hard-shelled bulbs 
from bulblet-bcarlng mother bulbs)} only 14 per cent of the 
bulbs of tills class wore dormant and when the 250 bxilbs of the 
experiment rather than the 50 bulbs of the class are considered, 
the percentage of dormant bulbs becomes two and elglit-tenths. 
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Table 21, Activity of bulbs of loiovm history (planted July 
21^  1937; oxamined Dooomber 10, 1937). 
" ' " ' ' • ' . . 1 . . 1^ ... Ta^ l'io'a,'' i5ec'erabe 16, 19^ 7 
Clasa of bulb planted;'t:>e'ad'VDor]n^ t;6prou'i'0(l;\'/'i't)i aerial joavea 
Soft-shelled bulbs 
taken from bulblet-
bearlng bulbs 3 0 0 47 
Hard-shelled bulbs 
taken from bulblet-
bearing bulbs 2 7 16 25 
Hard-shelled bulbs 
not from bxilblet-
bearing bulbs 12 0 4 32 
Bulbs active winter 
1936-37, dortoant 
surarner 1937 3 0 0 47 
Bulblets 12 0 13 25 
The live bulbs vrore planted and allov/ed to I'eiaain during 
the rest of the growing season. These plants differed in be­
havior during tills period from those in the field in that the 
leaves of none of them died in April but remained green until 
June v/hen all began to die at about the same time. It was 
hoped that definite information as to the class of bulbs that 
produced bulblets could be obtained from this experiment. 
This function v/as not restricted to bulbs of any one class. 
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hov/evor* since 11 of tho "bulbs that had been active during the 
winter of 1936-37, four of the hard-shelled bulbs and two of 
the soft-Ghollod bulbs that had been taken from the tlr.sues of 
bulblet-bearins mother bulbs produced scapoa that bore bulblets 
at their summits; none of the bulblets nor hard-shelled bulbs 
from bulbs other than bulblot-bearing produced scapes» There 
wore fewer bulblets per scape and these v/ere more poorly 
developed than those normally found under field conditions» 
Three scapes failed to elongate and produced abnormal clusters 
of ill-forniod bulblets within or just above the mother bulbs» 
It la possible that the higher temperatures that prevailed in 
the greenhouse were responsible for these abnormalities. 
All plants wore removed and oxarainod on Juno 20, 1938. In 
this way the number of new bulbs produced by each plant was 
dcterminod. (Tables 22-26, inclusive) • Tlie plants that pi'o-
duoed aerial bulblets also produced soft-shelled bulbs as v/ell 
as hard-shelled. A few bulbs in raost of the classes produced 
nev; a oft-shelled bulbs, oven thou^ h^ they had not produced aerial 
bulblets. These results xvere not in agreement with observations 
on bulbs taken from tho field which had indicated that soft-
shelled bulbs v/ere only produced by bulblet-forniing plants. The 
mother bulbs that had grom from bulblets were tho raost pro­
lific producers of nev; hard-shelled b\ilbs, averaging 4.11 now 
bulbs each; the btilbs that had been active during the winter of 
1956-37 averaged 5.97 new bulbs; tho hard-shelled bulbs from 
mother* biilbs other than bulblet-bearlng avoraged 2.85; hard-
sholled bulbs from bulblet-bearing mother bxilbs averaged 2,84j 
aiul the soft-shelled bulbs averaged 0.84. Only one bu3.b paaaod 
the entire vjintor in a doinnant condition; it v/ao a hard-shelled 
bulb produced by a bulblet-bearing nothei* bulb. 
Control of V/ild Garlic 
The early and general recognition of the noJtiouG nature 
of y/ild garlic has lead to the trial of raany methods for its con­
trol. At least two methods that seem to be satisfactory for the 
eradication of garlic from cultivated fields have been reconimended. 
The more widely rocoi?unended is a tillage method. The land la 
plowed in the fall or v/inter v;hile the plants are in active growth 
and before new bulbs have been formed. Care must be taken to 
see that tops of the garlic are completely covered, A clean-
cultivated crop is planted the follov/ing season and an effort 
is made to prevent all top growth of the garlic during the re-
maindor of its' growing season. The other method consists of 
spraying the garlic with orchard heating oil. Pipal (18) 
developed this method at the Indiana Agrlciiltwral Experiment 
Station. He sprayed garlic in a cultivated field and in a 
meadow. Althouj^  he obtained very satisfactory results in the 
cultivated field, his results in the meadov/ raixst have been un­
satisfactory since they were not I'eported in the bulletin. 
No very satlsfactoi-y method for the eradication of wild 
garlic from grasslands has been reported. Such methods as 
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Table 22. Production of "bulblets, hard-, and soft-shelled 
btilbs by bulbs of knovm. history (soft-shellod 
b\,ilb3 talcen from tissues of bulblet-bearing 
mother bulbs)• 
ITiimber ; Jr'rodticing : i^ umtier hard- :Kumbor soft-shelled 
mother bxilbs : bulblots i shelled bulbs : bulbs per 
examined : tper raothor bulb; mother bulb 
1 0 2 
1 + 1 1 
18 - 0 0 
5 - 1 0 
4 - 2 0 
1 ~ 5 0 
2 - 4 0 
1 0 2 
4 - 1 1 
1 - 1 2 
1 2 2 
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Table 23» Production of bulblets, hard-, and soft-shelled 
bulbs by bitlbs of Icrxovm history (hard-shelled 
bulbs taken from tisstios of bulblet-boaring 
bulbs). 
t'Dfumljer hard- rliumbor soft-
Hujnbor mother ; Prod\iclng : shelled bulbs : shelled bulbs 
btilba examined; bulblets tper mother bulb:per mother bulb 
1 +(s) 1 2 
1 3 1 
1 + 4 1 
1 + 5 1 
12 - 2 0 
10 - 3 0 
5 •m 4 0 
3 ~ 5 0 
I - 7 0 
o - 1 0 
1 - 1 1 
1 - 2 1 
1 - 3 1 
2 - 4 1 
1 - 5 1 
id)  
— 
6 1 
/1^ 
 ^ 'Passed the winter in a doi'mant condition. 
S^cape failed to elongate. 
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Table 24, Production of btilblets, hard-, and soft-shelled 
btxlbs by bulbs of Imown history (haz-d-shelled 
btilba from bulbs other than bulblet-boaring) 
: i'liunber hard- : Dlxanbcr soft-
ITumber mother : Prodticing ; shelled bulbs t shelled bulbs 
bulbs examined; bulblota :per mother bulb;per mother bulb 
4 - 0 0 
G - 1 0 
5 - 2 0 
5 ~ 3 0 
6 - 4 0 
4 - 5 0 
2 6 0 
1 - 7 0 
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Table 25. Prodxiction of bulblets, hard-, and. s.oft-shelled 
bulbs by bulbs of Icnown history (bixlbs that 
were active during v;inter 1936-37 and the 
leavos of which died in the spring of 1937) 
J . "j^ u^nbor "liard!- ; Ittimbo'r soft-
Number mother : Producing '• shelled bulbs : shelled bulbs 
bulbs examined: bulblets tper mothei" bulb:per mother bulb 
3 + 
+ (1) 
2 1 
1 1 1 
1 + (1) 0 1 
2 + 1 2 
2 + 7 1 
1 + 7 2 
1 + 0 2 
1 6 O 4^  
1 + 3 o 
3 ~ 2 0 
o - 3 0 
2 - 4 0 
7 - 5 0 
2 - 6 0 
5 - 7 0 
2 - ' 0 0 
1 0 0 
2 - 0 1 
1 - 2 1 
1 - 5 1 
Scape failed to elongate 
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Table 26. Production of bulblots, hard-, and soft-aholled 
bulbs by bulbs of knovm history (bulblets pro­
duced and planted in spriri-s of 1937). 
• : iltiiatier hard- ; Number soft-
lT\mbor mother : Producing : shelled b^ ilbs : shelled bulbs 
bulbs examined; bulblets :per mother bulbtper mothor bulb 
1 ~ 1 0 
3 2 0 
8 - 3 0 
6 - 4 0 
7 - 5 0 
3 - 7 0 
1 - a 0 
1 0 0 
1 - 4 2 
2 mm 5 1 
1 7 2 
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salting tlio garlic and graaing it with shocp have been rocom-
inended ( 8 ). Tv;o chemicals have boon recoimnondGd for "spot-
spraying" htinchea of garlic in lav;n£3. A small quantity of car­
bolic acid (8) or of coal-tar creosoto oil (6) "<vas applied to 
each plant or each bitnch of plant a. Digging and destroying 
the clxuapa of plants is recoTJiinonded alao. Those nethoda are 
tedious, expensive, and not applicable to large areas. The 
carbolic acid and to a lessor extent the creosote oil are 
poioonoua to both man and aniinals, 
Uae of creosote-kerosene sprays 
Preliminary experiments, conducted at the Alabama Agricul­
tural Experiment Station in the fall of 1931, indicated that a 
10-90 mixture of creosote and kerosene sprayed on a garlic in­
fested Bermuda grass sod killed the active garlic plants without 
seriously injuring the dormant Bermuda grass. In other v/ords, 
the creosote-kerooone spray appeared to be a selective active 
herbicide for garlic under the conditions of the experiment. 
The creosote-keroson© spray used in this Investigation was 
developed by the Botany Department of lov/a State College, It 
consists of 10 parts of coal-tar creosote and 90 parts of kero­
sene which are thorotisl'^ y mixed. If the constituents are not 
well mixed, the croosote tends to settle to the bottom of the 
tank and vai^ iable results will be obtained, 
Tl'ie Bermida gi'uss pastures of the Alabama Agricultural 
Exporiraonb Station are free of f^ arlio. 'i'lio shouldors and 
borders of roadv/uys thro\.icb the Station are generally covcrod 
T/lth I3oiTauda grass and v/lld garlic 1b 3preadin(?; on theao areas 
annually, A pecaii orcliai'd whlcli i?} situated back of t>io 
Agrici'ltural Biailding and the Ijn'm in front of it ore infested 
with the weed. Large plota for trcutiiient could not be obtained 
in the pecan, orchai'd, since nieinbers of the Department of Ilortl-
CAxlturo were afraid that the trees mricht be in.-jurod. There v/as 
also soKie objection to plots on the lavm since this spray tixrns 
the vegetation black or brovm. As the result of these circum­
stances, field plota v/ere necessarily small and freqiiently v/ere 
situated on sod that v;a3 not so xuaiform as desired. 
In tmdisturbed grasslands, v;lld garlic is commonly found 
grovrlng in clomps in each of wliich many plants are often assoc­
iated. This gregarious habit is the resvilt of the formation of 
iKunobile tmderground bxilbs. 
I'an7/ cliunps of wild garlic srov.'ing in Bermuda grass in the 
pecan orchard vjere "spot-sprayed" v/ith a 10-90 creosote-kerosene 
mixture on January 20, 1932. Injury to the leaves was detect­
able the next day. All sprayed clumps viere dug and examined 
Februax'y 9, about three weeks after spraying. The bulbs that 
had leaves above ground v/ere killed, Stich bulbs had a clear 
golden brown color and appeared to be v/ater-soaked as contrasted 
with the crisp v/hite appearance of untreated bulbs, When the 
bulbs were opened a distinct odor of creosote could be detected. 
Dormant bulbs that had no aerial connections and that were pro-
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tectod by a hard outer covoring v/ero unlnjurod, Tho "spot-
spraying" method is, of course, not applicable to largo-scale 
field operations, but there are several reasons why it might 
be more deairable for lavma than the "broad-cost spra^ '^ ing" 
method. It is cheaper, less likely to injtire the grass, and 
v/ill not discolor the whole lawn, 
A series of small plots (each 5 by 10 feet) of garlic-
infested Bermuda grass sod v/as sprayed with 10-90 creosote-
kerosene March 3, 1932. Duplicate plots received one quart, 
two quarts, three quarts, and four quarts of the mixture, re­
spectively, These rates v;ere equivalent to 210, 436, 653, and 
871 gallons of spray per acre. Too much emphasis should not be 
placed on the amount of apra^ /- required, however, since the effi­
ciency of the sx^ rayer used would govern to a considerable e:>:tent 
the £unount necessary. '.Vhen the plots v/ere observed on April 26, 
it was estimated that 80 to 95 per cent of the garlic v/as killed 
by the lighter applications and 95 to 100 per cent by the heavier 
applications. These estimations v;rire based on the appearance of 
the leaves of the plants alone, and it may be assumed that the 
dormivnt underground bulbs were uninjured. Relatively few bulbs 
should have been dorm,ant at the time that the spray was applied, 
however. It Vi^ as estimated that not more than 15 per cent of 
the Bermuda grass on any plot v;as killed, plenty being; left to 
re-cover the tSi^ ound quickly. 
Another series of plots (each 10 by 10 feet) was sprayed 
v;lth 10-90 creosote-kerosene March 24, 1932, Dxiplicato plots 
wore sprayed vjith one qxxart, two quarts, and four quarts of the 
respectively (eqtilvalont to 109, 218, and 436 callona 
per acre) . An area of 12 sqtiare feet was dug from the center of 
one of each pair of duplicate jplots on April 19. The soil was 
screened, and the bulbs from each plot were kept separate for a 
study of the efficacy of the spray. The results of this study 
are recorded in Table 27. The data obtained were sicpilfleant. 
They indicated that the creosote-kerosene spray v;as a contact 
herbicide since for each incx'-ease in amount of spray used there 
was im increase in the number of plants killed and a decrease in 
the number uninjured. It appeared that the smaller amounts 
simply failed to cover the leaves of some of the plants and that 
such plants v/cro uninjured. This conclusion is substantiated 
by field observations soon after spraying, and by the fact that 
dormant bulbs and bulbs that had germinated but had leaves 
that hod not yet appeared above grotind were uninjured. Loaves 
of the latter bulbs continued to grow and reached the surface 
before the plants v/ere dug, Nev; bulbs still within the tissues 
of the mother bulbs were killed by the spray just as the mother 
bulbs were. The presence of many new dormant hard-shelled bulbs 
indicated that the latter part of March was too late to spray 
v/ith creosote-kerosene, 
A third series of small plots (each 5 by 10 feet) was 
sprayed vrlth 10-90 creosote-kerosene on December 20, 1932, Tri­
plicate plots were sprayed vrlth one quart and tv/o quarts, 
respectively. The plots wore stiidled on January 7, 1933, It 
was observed that wherever the leaves had been covered with the 
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Table 27. Number of bulbs killed and iminjured in a 12-
square foot sample plot, throe weeks after spray­
ing vrlth 10-90 creosote-kerosene. 
. iPlot treatment 
;10-90 c-k ;10-90 c-k Effect of spray;Un-
on various ;sx-rayed: 109 gal, : 218 gal. 
t7rpea of bulbs ; check ti^ er acre ! per acre 
!10-90 c-k 
i 4o0 ^ al. 
;per acre 
Large planta, 
bulbs killed 0 
Large plants, 
bulbs not 
killed 65 
Small plants, 
bulbs killed 0 
Small plants, 
bulbs not 
killed 390 
Sprouted after 
spraying, bulbs 
not killed 
Dormant bulbs 
killed 0 
Dor'iuant bulbs 
not killed 575^ 2) 
(1) 
26 
8 
117 
21 
27 
57(3) 
163^ )^ 
58 
2 
122 
7 
65^ 3) 
62^ )^ 
76 
0 
217 
14 
233(S) 
124 U) 
Included all small plants, 
V2)Included all dormant bulbs. 
(3)Yotmg bulbs that had recently been formed and that had not 
become separated from mother bulbs, 
(4)Mostly independent hard-shelled bulbs. 
spray the bulba were water-soaked, yellov;, and decaying. Many 
yovmg p3.antB v/ore coining up. Soiao had evidently cone from bulbs 
that had not genninatod at the tlrao of spraying, and some v/ere 
from plants, the loaves of v;hlch had boon partially protected 
from the spray by tall grass. Those observatioiis ro-einphasiaed 
the fact that creosote-lcorosene is a contact herbicide and that 
it has to come in contact v;ith the plant to kill it; they first 
em-phasised the disadvantage of tall grass associated with the 
garlic at the time of spraying, Host sticcessfixl results should 
be obtained by spraying areas that had been mowed previovisly or 
that had been grazed closely. On Pebmiary 18, a yjird-squar© 
area v/as du^  from the center of the plots that had been sprayed 
vrith tv/o quarts of croosote-kerosenG, Fourteen dormant hard-
shelled bulbs, 24 bulbs that had apparently sprouted after the 
plot y/as sprayed, and 73 decaying builds v/ere countedj many others 
had decayed beyond recognition. 
Tlie outline of a aeries of plots that had been sprayed on 
Decombex» 20, 1932, v/as sharply dravm during the v/inter of 1935-
34 by the abtmdant crop of garlic in the area stirroimdins the 
plots arid the lack of these plants on the treated plots. l?o 
corner stakes wore needed to mark the corners of the treated 
series. Spraying one time did not completely eradicate the 
garlic, however, since any bulbs tliat wore dormant and any 
active plants that were not covered by the spray %7ero unin­
sured* Consequently, all plots in tMs series that had been 
sprayed on December SO, 1932, were re-sprayed on January 13, 1934. 
Observations the next winter indicated that eradication had 
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beon obtained. 
Pour one-half square rod plots were staked out on garlic-
Infestod Berniuda grasa sod on February 12, 1930, Plot 1 was 
sprayed with tv;o quarts of 10-90 creosoto-lccroaeno, plot 2 
with three quarts, plot 5 v/ith foiu'' quarts, and plot 4 v/as 
loft as an unsprayed check. 
A tv/o by two foot area wac dug from the center of each 
treated plot about two v.-ceks after the spray v/as applied. The 
soil \7as screemed and the number of living and dead plants 
from each area v;as deterrained. The results are recorded in 
Table 28, A majority of the plants from each plot vms killed 
by the spray, although better results were obtained with the 
heavier applications. A Icnapsack siorayer v/as used and it is 
probable that better results vjould have been obtained if a 
higgler powered pump delivering a finer mist had been used. 
Observations at the tirae of digging shov/ed that some cltunps of 
Garlic on plots 1 and 2 had either been missed entirely or else 
sprayed too lightly to be killed. 
Observations on July 4 showed that the Beimida ^ rass on 
treated plots v/as in practically as good condition as it was on 
the surrounding area. (Figure 2). 
Comparison of various creosote-kerosene mixtures 
Creosote is mch moro expensive than kerosene. It seemed 
that the coat of treatment inioJit be reduced by varying the per­
centage of oreosot© and kerosene in the mixture. Loomis (15) 
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Table 28• The numter of killed and uninjured bxilbs from a tv.'o 
by tv/o foot area front the center of treeted plots 
two v/eoks after they vrere sprayed vfith creosote-
koroscne. 
Effect of spraying : 
on varloiis typos : Plot treatment 
of bulbc :2' qts# c-lc : 3 qts • c-k : 4 qts, c-k 
Large plants, 
bulbs uninjured 
Large plants, 
bulbs killed 
Small plants, 
bulbs tininjured 
Small plants, 
bulbs killed 
Germinating, leaves 
not above ground, 
xminjured 
22 
4-3 
184 
616 
121 
1 
79 
40 
407 
134 
3 
40 
35 
230 
41 
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'I 
Pig, 2, Tlie appearance on July 13, 1938, of a series of plots 
that had been spra^ /od on Febriaary 12, 1938. Hote 
that the grass on these plots appears to be as good 
as on tho sux'i'o-uhding area. 
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foxuad that kerosene alono v/as effoctive a(^ ,alnst dandellono, and 
Pipal (18) used it for v;ild garlic in cultivated fields. 
Small plots v/ere staked in a garlic-infested Kormuda grass 
area. On Pebruar:/- 5, 1958, sorae plots wero sprayed v/it,h i-m-
mixed kerosene, others with 2.5-97,5, 5-95, 10-90 creosote-
kerosene, and a 10 per cent omilsion of creosote in v/ater, re­
spectively, Two weeks later the garlic v/as dug from all plots 
and the efficacy of the Vi^ riotis sprays was determined. The 
creosote emulsion killed the leaves of some of the garlic but 
did not iiajure the bulbs, and so was totally ineffective. It 
imparted s\ich an unsightly appearance to the vegetation that it 
v/ould have been unsatisfactory as a lawn spray even if it had 
been effective. 
The umiixed kerosene v/as also ineffective; the 2.5-97,5 
creosote-koroaene vms hardly effective enough to v/arrant its 
use; but the 5-95 creosote-kerosene v/as practically as lethal 
as the 10-90 mixture. From these resiilts it appeared that the 
cost of the spray might be reduced by subst'itxiting five parts of 
kerosene for five parts of creosote in the inixturej neither 
greater diliAtions of the mixture nor the substitution of watei' 
for kerosene seemed to bo recomriiendable, hov/ever. 
In another oxperiment garlic was dug, the bulbs wore v/ashed 
free of soil, wrapped in wet filter pai.)er and then in wa^ ced 
paper, and divided into foiir lots of 30 plants each. Tvrenty-
five plants of each lot were treated and five were checks. Tlie 
leaves of the plants in Lot I were dipped in kerosene, those in 
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Lot II in 10-90 creosote-lcerooene, those in Lot III in 5-95, 
and tliose in Lot IV in 2,5-97,5. The plants v;ere then sus­
pended in an upright position. The planta were talcen dovm 
throe days after treatment and the hxilbs were tinwrapped. After 
removal of the leaves, the bulba v/ore planted in the greenhouse 
pots, Tlaey were taken up after one week (Pifi-ure 3) and the 
follov/ing observations made: All checks were alive; tho 25 
bulbs in Lot I were also all alive; 24 of the bulbs of Lot II 
wore dead; 21 in Lot III were dead, but only 15 in Lot IV v;ere 
dead. These results substantiated those already recorded by 
indicating that 5-95 creosote-kerosene v/as practically as effec­
tive as the 10-90 mixture but that higher proportions of kero­
sene \7ore less effective. 
lii^ ethod by YJhich creosote-kerosene reaches the bulbs 
Greosote-koroseno is an effective herbicide for active v/ild 
garlic; the planta are killed vAien the leaves are thoroughly 
covered v/ith the spray. Since the bulbs, v/hich form one of the 
priiicipal peronnating organs of the plant, grovr underground and, 
therefore, are protected from direct application of the spray, 
it is obvious that the creosote-B:erosone must be transferred 
from the aerial portion of the plant to tho btilb. 
Several methods for the movement of various sprays to the 
tuidergroimd portions of v/eeds have been sus^ e^stod, Loomis and 
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Fig, 3. Comparison of the effect of 'uninixod kerosene with that 
of a 10-90 croosoto-kerosene rai:<;ture. Chocks, •unmixed 
kerosene, and 10-90 croosote-kerosen© treated (loft 
to rlgiit, rospectivoly)« Koto that tho hijlbs of 
croosote-kerosen© treated plants aro darkened and 
ahrlvelGd mid that no leaf elongation occurred. Thoao 
treated with korosono alono, hov/ever, v/oro not unlike 
the chocks. 
co-workors (14) havo oliovm that sodium chlorate may be applied 
directly to the soil and absorbed from the soil by the roots 
or rliiaoraea of plants. After the chlorate is absorbed, it ap-
parontly moves to the aerial portions of the plant in the trana-
pii'ation stream in tlio xylem. Crafta and Kennedy (7) sugcoated 
another method by vrhlch herbicides may be moved in plants. Al-
thovigh the xylom is the tissue in which the transfer occurs, the 
liiovement is in the opposite direction to the transpiration 
stream. In Crafts' experiiaents, field bindweed (Convolvulua 
arvenala L.) grov/ing In very dry soil v/as used. Under such con­
ditions a considerable y/ator absorbing pov/or v/as developed in 
the cells of the roots, VVlrien the herbicide penetrated the cells 
of the loaves and killed them, the v/ater tension in the xyleia 
was lessened and the solution containing the horblcido was 
dravm dovmv/ard as the root colls reraoved water from the xylem. 
This mechanism y;ou3.d not be so effective under more hxariid condi­
tions, however. 
Yemg (25) has recently shovm that lubricating oils may 
penetrate the tissues of plants and spread tlirough the Inter­
cellular spaces. An oily spray like creoaote-korosene mleht 
also reach the undergi'ound bulb of garlic by croeping or spread­
ing doT/n the outer surfaces of v^ axy, heavily cutinlzed leaves. 
Thus, there are several methods by wMch the croosote-kcro-
sene spray inic5:it roach the bulbs of v^ lld cai''llo: it mi^ t bo 
absorbed from the soil and woved In the transpiration stroora; it 
mi^ it bo moved doimward in the xyloxa. in a direction opposite the 
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transplration stroam; it raiu^ xt spread tiiroxi£>h the intercollular 
spaces3 end it mlglit creep down the outside of the vtxxj loaves. 
Several ezperiniGnts were conducted in an effort to determine 
v/Mch of these niethods Is the on© by v/hlch the spray reaches the 
bxilbs • 
Forty glased pots containing eight garlic plants each v/ere 
arranged in five lota which vrevo treated as follovm: 
Lot I - (5 pots) Check, surface of soil in pots not covered 
with a paraffin-potrolattun Mixture and plants not sprayed. 
Lot II - (10 pots) Soil not covered v/ith a paraffin-petro-
latura laizturo, plajits sprayed with 10-90 creosoto-korooene and 
no effort made to pi'otect the soil. 
Lot III - (10 pots) Plants protected by slipping a larse-
boro glass tube over each one, and the soil sprayed vfith 10-90 
creosote-lccroseno. 
Lot IV - (5 pots) Checlc, soil covered with a paraffin-
petrolatvutt inixtui'e, plants not sprayed. 
Lot V - (10 pots) Soil covered with the paraffin-petrolatm 
inixttire Virhich formed a tiglit collar aroimd each plant, plants 
sprayed with 10-90 creosote-lcerosen©. 
A pot from each lot was emptied one \7eelc later to doter-
liiin© the effect of the treatments on the plants. The plants 
from Lot I were normal, l^^ ose from Lot II v/ere dead, the bulbs 
and roots being yellow, v;ater-soalced, and decaying. The leaves, 
bulbs, and roots of plants from Lot III -wore norml, indicating 
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that tho spray was not absorbed from the soli. The application 
of paraffin-potrolatuKi mixture to the soil vms not injtirlous to 
the plants as evidenced "by the normal appearance of those from 
Lot IV. The bulbs from Lot V appeared nearly normal b\it v/©re 
slightly yelloY/iah when examined e^ rtemally. V^ hen the bulbs of 
this lot vjere opened the tisauea towai'd the centei' v/ore diES-
tinctly yellov/. 
Tho remaining pots v/ero emptied two v/eeks later. The plants 
in check Ijots 1 and IV wore normal and only two plants in Lot 
III (coil sprayed, plants protected) v/ere dead. T]ilrty-t\7o of 
tho 34 plants Identifiable in Lot II (plants sprayed, soil im-
pi'otected) v/ere killed. Thirty-two of tho 42 bulbs from Lot V 
(soil protected, plants sprayed) v/ere killed, Vslien these b\ilbs 
v/ore examined internally it was found that tho internal tiaauoa 
wore injured more severely than the external. 
Tho creosote-kerosene evidently v;as not absorbed from tho 
soil in effective quantities fjince only two plants in tho "soil 
sprayed, tops protected" lot v/ore killed; this concliislon is sub­
stantiated by tho resxilts of numerous field experiments in which 
only those plants v/ere killed that v/ere sprayed directly. It 
seoina improbable that negative pressure in the xylem could have 
accounted for the dov/nv/ard transfer of tho spray, since the 
plants v/ere grov/ing in soil of good moisture content. 
Apparently either external or Internal creeping v/as re­
sponsible for the trai'xsfer of the spray from the aerial leaves 
to the underground bulbs. The spray v/as free to creep dom tho 
outside of tho leaves in tho pots that v/ere not pr'otected by 
woro yellow in color said were "bogliinlng to soft on. Although the 
leaves of the Inverted group v/ere killed, the btilhs v/ero ap­
parently uninsured and resembled the checks In color and crlop-
ness, Tlae appearance of tho btilba is shown by Figaros 4 and 
5. Tlie oxperlraents were repeated, usin^ j both 5-95 and 10-90 
mixtures of creosote and kerosene, with similar results. 
Those 0;i:pcrlments strengthen the theory t at surface move­
ment or creeping accounts for tho transfer of t'le spray to the 
underground "bvilba. Direct obaorvationa Immediately following 
the application of the creosote-kerosene shov;ed the material 
spreading dov/n the leaves to the bulbs of the upright plants. 
After tho creosote-koroaene reached the bulbs it probably pene­
trated and spread throughout the tissues of the bulba by inter­
cellular movement. The spray killed the leaves of the inverted 
jjlants, yet it was not transported to the bulbs, v/hich were un-
injvired. The mere fact tliat the plants were inverted shottld not 
have accounted for tho lack of rnoveraent to the bulbs since it hjas 
been xDroved tliat water, minerals, and elaborated foods may be 
moved upwai*d or do\'mv;ard in i^ lants, doiJOxidinG; on concentration 
gradients, utilization, ijolarity and possibly other factors. 
If the above explanation of oil luovez^ ient is tho coi-'roct one, 
then it probably explains v/hy the creosote omilsion v/as not 
effective. Tlio emulsion did not spread domi the leaves as tho 
creosote-kerosene mixture did, but because of greater surface 
tension and lack of adliesion to the v/axy leaves it tended to 
collect as droplets that remained more or less stationary. 
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Pig. 4« Deinonatratlon of tho method by v/hlch crooaote-koroseno 
reached tho 'bul'bs. The leaves of tho plants on the 
loft were dipped In creosoto-kerosene and tho iViants 
held uprl^ t^. ITote that tho "bulbs ore darkened and 
slirlvoled and no loaf elongation has occurred, Tho 
plants In the middle v/ere treated sivdllarly except 
that they were inverted. Note that they do not differ 
in appearance from the untreated checks on the right. 
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i 
Fig. 5. Method by which crBosoto-keroson© roachGd the bulbs. 
The plant on the left was an imtreated check. The 
leaves of the plant in the Middle were dipped 
creosote-kerosene arid the plant was hold in an inverted 
position. Note that it does not differ' in appearance 
from the chock. The plant on the rif^ t v/as treated 
like the middle one, except it vjaa hold upri^ it. Hot© 
the darkened, sliriveled tissues and the lack of loaf 
elongation. (All plants wore sectioned longitudinally 
just before photographing.) 
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Discussion 
Allltmi vine ale L. Is very widespread tbrouc'^ out the eastern 
lialf of the United States. It Is knovni aa v;lld garlic over a 
great portion of its range but is commonly called v/ild onion in 
the Southeastern States. It is recognised as a noxious v/oed 
v/herever it groves, being a pest in grain fields and in pastures 
and lavma. It forms one of the so-called inseparable v/eeds in 
v;heat and is objectionable because of the garliclcy odor and 
flavor that it imparts to flour. It is equally objectionable 
in pastures because the milk and milk products from cattle 
feeding on it are tainted by it. Garlicky milk is frequently 
refused by lailk plants. It causes \7inter lavms to have an un-
sigjitly appoarance and, therefore, is objectionable there. 
In vieviT of the general recognition of its noxious nature it 
is not atirprising that methods for its eradication should havo 
been sought. A roviev/ of the literature shov/od that various 
raothods had been tried, sorae of them dating back to colonial 
times. Cox (6) reported a tillage method in 1914 that was 
applicable to cultivated fields. Pipal (18) repoi'tod a cliemical 
method of eradication the saine year that v;as used also on culti­
vated lands. 
It is rather surprising that a review of the literature 
failed to disclose a single method of eradication that v/as 
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r»Gcoimiionded for pastures# The application of a amall quantity 
of crude carbolic acid or of coal-tar creoooto oil to individual 
plants or clusters of plants has "been recoimondod for lavms but 
the method is tedious and labor-consuiain^ . Ctiltivation woirld 
not be satisfactory, since it v;ould destroy the {p.'asa as v/ell 
as tho garlic. 
Any chouiical method to be acceptable v/oiold have to bo 
selective, killing tho garlic without seriovisly injuring tho 
grass, Resxilta reported in this thesis show that a 10-90 creo-
sote-kerosene spray fulfills these reqt\irements, at least when 
it is applied to garlic grov/ins actively in the winters of central 
Alabeona# Y^ hen garlic growing in doirraant Berr.iuda grass has been 
sprayed, scaae of the grass has been killod but enoui^  has alv/ays 
been loft to reestablish tho covor soon after the grov/ing season 
for Bermuda began, 'fhe spray has not boon tested against garlic 
associated with other grassoa but it is probable that it v/ould 
not be more lethal for other dormant sod-forming grassea than 
it Is for Bemiuda grass. 
Tlie creosote-kerosene mixtui*e is a contact herbicide. Kill­
ing has been obtained only Vshen tho spray has fallen dij.-'ectly 
on tho plant. Some herbicides, sodiuin chlorate and sodiuin 
\ 
arsenito, may be api)liod to the soil, vs^ hore they enter the soil 
solution and are absorbed by the plant. Er.perimonts have shown, 
however, that creosote-lcerooene ia not absorbed from tho soil, 
and any plant of garlic that is not covered by the spray is not 
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killed. Consequontly, only active plants having loaves above 
groimd aro killed by tho 3x>^ ay. Any indopondont bulbs that do 
not havo leaves above ground at the time of spraying are un-
injtxrod. Tall [gyaas ansociatod with the garlic reduces the 
efficacy of tho spray, sinco the grass shields some of the gar­
lic, 
A six-year study has shown that a very smll percentage of 
tho bulbs are dormant during Jaiauary and Febrtiory; moat of tho 
old bulbs have germinated by tl'jia time and relatively tevi now 
dorraant bulbs have becojiie fully differentiated. It is fortunate 
that thia is the x^ Q^ 'iod v/hon Denauda grass ia moat likely to bo 
doraiant. Kence, for boat reaulto the croosoto-kerosene spray 
shoi7ld be applied during these months. Since thoro is normally 
never a period v/hen all tho bulbs aro active, a second applica­
tion imxst be made the following year if eradication is to be 
effected. 
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SmiMARY 
1, Bulbs of v;ilcl garlic "began to germinate in the late suia-
raer or early fall at Aubxirn, Alabama. 
S« All classes of bulbs, including the hard-shelled bulbs, 
continued to gerralnate at such a rate that fully 95 per cent of 
them were active In early January. 
3, The priinordia of new bulbs wore foxmd within the tissues 
of mother bulbs in late Docomber. 
4» Fov;' nev; dormant hard-shelled builds wore fully differen­
tiated before March. 
5* Thore was a period of about tv/o months vAion there -v/ore 
relatively fev; dormant bulbs; some bulbs v/ere alv/ays dormant, 
hov/ever. 
6, Some of the bulbs produced bulblet-boaring scapes, tho 
bulblets maturing in June, 
7» Bulblet-bearing mother bijilbs also produced both hai'd-
sholled and soft-sholled bvilbs underground. The reserves of 
these mother bulbs were esdaauated and they were not capable of 
Bonewed grov;th. 
0. Some of tho btilbs did not produce bulblots but their 
tops died in the sirring. These bulbs remained dormant during 
tho summer and germinated in the fall. 
9. A 10-90 croosote-lceroaone spray Icllled active garlic. 
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10. Thla spray was a contact liorbicldo. It did not kill 
doi'Mant iDulbs nor plants that tho spra:/ did not fall on directly. 
11. Although tho croosote-lcerosene injured Borraruda grass 
to some extent, it did not destroy tho sod on any plots that 
wore sprayod v;hllo tho grass v/as donaant. 
12. January and Pebriiary were the beat months to spray, 
since most of the garlic was active and tho Bermuda grass was 
generally dormant diiring these months, 
15, A 5-95 mixture of creosote and kerosene could be sub­
stituted for the 10-90 mixture. Greater concentrations of kero­
sene in the mixture v/ore not effective, however, 
14, A 10 per cent emulsion of creosote in "water did not 
kill bulbs of garlic wb.en sprayed on the leaves, 
15, Creoaote-kGrooene spray, applied to tho leaves, reached 
the underground bulbs by creeping dovm the waxy, heavily cutin-
iaod leaves. 
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